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the film's signature song, "journey under the sea", written by chambers and performed by ciarán sheehan, is sung in the voice of aslan himself. aslan is introduced onscreen at the end of the first chapter, but he has been with the pevensie children all
along. his appearance at the end of the movie confirms what has been established in the movie. the song itself describes the journey that the pevensie children have been on, which is how the pevensie siblings have been able to grow so much since their
initial adventures. it also explains why peter is the same age as lucy at the end of the movie, even though he is older than susan and edmund. aslan is both a protector and a friend, something he has always been for the children. the film centers around
the siblings susan, lucy, edmund and peter, who have been magically transported to the magical world of narnia. they are quickly separated and brought to different parts of the kingdom, where they meet the various characters encountered throughout
the series. the children meet king edmund's brother and sister, the prince and princess of dunedin, and the beavers, mice and other animals of narnia. they are also reunited with their mother, who has been captured by the white witch. aslan, a lion who

represents christ, appears to the four children, and tells them that they must rescue their mother and lead the rebellion against the white witch. the four children lead their fellow humans in a desperate attempt to save the world from destruction. the
white witch is freed from the effects of the "mirror of magic" by the witch of the waste, a servant of the white witch. she destroys all of narnia's creatures, including the animals of the forest, save for the four children. the children escape to aslan's land,

and aslan engages the white witch in battle. the witch of the waste is killed by aslan, and the children are taken back to the world of men.
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the narnia books are generally pretty faithful to their source material in the the lord of the rings, and while they do mix up the history a bit, they do so in a way that isn't confusing to readers of the lord of the rings. the movies do similar things, combining
the myths of narnia with the history of aslan's great war. they take the children's journeys in the narnia books and combine them with the lord of the rings movies. for example, the narnia books have a group of children journeying through the forest.

there are talking animals there, including a talking lion cub, but there is no "forest" in the films version of narnia. the talking animals all move to the forests of aslan. similarly, the children in the lion, the witch, and the wardrobe can move quickly through
the forest. there is no such forest in the lord of the rings movies, but there is an equivalent on screen: the forest of tol brandir, where the dwarves, elves, and other creatures live. here the children meet prince caspian, a prince of narnia. in the books, he

is the heir to the throne of narnia. in the movies, he is the heir to the throne of gondor, which is a kingdom of elves in middle earth. (gondor and narnia are the same kingdom, just at different periods of history.) the white witch, who is based on the
wicked queen from the lion, the witch, and the wardrobe, is a sorceress. in the books she is a nature witch, who possesses animals, but in the movies she is a sorceress who uses dark magic. this puts her in line with sauron, the evil wizard from the lord of
the rings who uses dark magic. aslan, the great lion-headed christ figure in the narnia books, appears to the children in the lord of the rings films. he does not speak with them, and the best you can say about him is that he "looks" like aslan. 5ec8ef588b
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